




This bulletin supersedes TSB JTB00283/2012 dated 19 DEC 2012, which should either be destroyed or 
clearly marked to show it is no longer valid (e.g. with a line across the page). Only refer to the electronic 
version of this TSB in TOPIx. 




SECTION: 501-00


AFFECTED VEHICLE RANGE:

MARKETS: 


CONDITION SUMMARY: 
Situation: 



This version has been issued for a change to the Condition Summary information.

NOTE: 350mm is the maximum length of any one delaminating area that can be repaired. Up to 
maximum of 3 repairs around the glass are permitted.

Cause: Suggested Customer Concern Code - J03. 

Action: 

PARTS: 

NOTE: Parts required (to be sourced locally) Lint-free cleaning cloth, a suitable 3M Applicator Gun 
and adhesive tape. 

TOOLS:


WARRANTY: 

NOTE: Repair procedures are under constant review, and therefore times are subject to change; 
those quoted here must be taken as guidance only. Always refer to TOPIx to obtain the latest repair 
time.

NOTE: DDW requires the use of causal part numbers. Labor only claims must show the causal part 
number with a quantity of zero.

XK Range (X150) Model Year: 2006-2012

VIN: B00379-B47446

  

  



NOTE: Normal Warranty policies and procedures apply.

DESCRIPTION SRO TIME (HOURS) CONDITION CODE CAUSAL PART

 76.96.11   

SERVICE INSTRUCTION:

1. NOTE: 350mm is the maximum length of 
any one delaminating area that can be 
repaired. Up to maximum of 3 repairs around 
the glass are permitted. 

NOTE: Plastic peg shown inserted for 
clarity of separation.




2. CAUTION: After a short period of time 
the rear of the hood will drop so a suitable 
chock / prop will need to be used that will 
not damage or mark the trim components. 

CAUTION: Protect the surrounding 
paintwork to avoid damage.






3. 




4. 



5. NOTE: Use a new static mixer for every 
repair spot.




6. 






7. 




8. 

9. 




